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OVERVIEW XXV 

    

A    to a climatoiogist (02)  obliges  to distinguish values from the ac-

 

Between  ecologizing, we  to choose (08) by  different System of 

coordinates (10). 

  us to  an   scene  in the  of  to negotiate (13) and 

with whom to negotiate?  

The inquiry at   the one involving speech acts (17)  we iearn to identify different 

 of existence (19). 

The  between  and ecology (22). 

 O N E 

 TO  AN  THE  OF EXISTENCE  THE MODERNS POSSIBLE 

•Chapter 

DEFINING THE  INQUIRY 27 

An    Moderns (28) without  bounda-

ries,   notion of actor-network (30), which  it  to distinguish  re-

 from networks as process (31). 

The       (33). 

 networks [NET]  limitation:they do not qualify values  

Law offers a point of  through its own particular   displacement (38). 

There is thus a  of "boundary" that does not depend on the notions   or network (38). 

The mode of extension of objective knowledge can be  with other types of passes (39). 
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Thus any Situation can be  through a grasp of the [NET] type plus a particular relation between 

continuities and discontinuities (41). 

        

(42) because of their  particular  to institutions (43),  this will  her  take into account 

 

•Chapter 

COLLECTING DOCUMENTS FOR THE INQUIRY 47 

The inquiry begins with the detection of category  (48), not to be confused with  

 (49);  second-degree mistakes matter (50). 

A mode possesses its own particular type of veridiction (53), as we see by going back to the  

 law (54). 

True and  are thus expressed within a given mode and outside it  provided that we  de-

  

preposition(57). 

Then we  be  to speak  each mode in its own tonality (58), as the etymology of "category" 

 (58) and  the contrast between the requirements of law and religion attests (60). 

The inquiry connects understandings of the network type [NET] with understandings of the preposi-

   that  Pivot Table (63). 

 peculiar [NET •  crossing (63), which  compatibility with the actor-

networktheory(63). 

 inquiry (64). 

  rational is what follows the threads of the various reasons (65). 

•Chapter 

A  CHANCE OF CORRESPONDENCE 69 

To begin with what is   the  of Science (70) by applying principles of  that 

        existence  (73). 

Description of an  itinerary: the example of a hike up Mont Aiguille (74) will serve to de-

 and immutable mobiles (77)  the 

knowingsubject nortothe known object (77). 

The notion of Subject/Object correspondence  passes (81) since it is  that existents do 

  through immutable mobiles in   in  (82). 

Although there is no  to the extension of chains of reference [REF] (83) there are indeed two modes 

 existence     (86). 

     between 



language and existence (88). This  particularly  in  the  example of the laboratory (89). 

Hence the salience of a new mode of existence,  reproduction  and of a crossing [REP • REF] 

that is hard to keep in sight (93) especially when we have to resist the interference of Double  (93). 

•Chap te r 

L E A R N I N G T O M A K E  97 

To give the various modes enough room (98) we   try to grasp existents  to the mode 

 reproduction [REP] (99)    onetrajectoryamongothers (100) in   the 

Strange notion of an invasive   (103). 

    the    room     

 the notion of matter  by the proper use of the [REP • REF] crossing  

Now,  as we  distinguish  of the word "form" (106), the form that maintains 

constants and the form that reduces the hiatus of reference (107), we begin to obtain a nonformalist de-

        word 

" form"  

       reproduction (110)  that 

    matter (111). 

 Mont Aiguille   double  through 

stration per absurdum (114) that    into primary and secondary qualities  

 the  this Bifurcation into primary and secondary qualities has been accurately identi-

  it becomes   the  

(117) since we can no longer confuse existents with matter (118), a matter that would no  do justice 

   

•Chap te r 

  S P E E C H  123 

 we had to begin with the hardest part (124) it was  of an insistence on "straight  that con-

     

Although this straight talk cannot  on the  of reference [REF]  it  to the dis-

qualification of all the other modes (127) by creating a dangerous  between knowledge and pol

itics [REF • POL] (128), which  it   

end to debates  

Fortunately, the method  allows   will  identifyingaveridic-

tion  to politics [POL] (132), which  do with the continual renewal of aCircle (133)  the 

course of reference cannot judge properly (134). 



 we       ofveridiction     

     natural language itsexpressive capacities (138). 

The    going back  division between words and things (139)  liberat-

ing ourselves from matter, that is, from the res ratiocinans (140) and giving ourselves new capacities of 

analysis and   in  to speak of values without bracketing reality 

Language is well articulated,  the  with which it is charged  provided that we treat the no

tion of sign with   

     stake,   are      us 

 the       

•Chap te r 

 A SLICHT DEFECT  CONSTRUCTION  

   the         pos

itive way how facts are constructed (153), which  to a curious connivance between the critical  

   for foundations (155). 

      and     

doubled (157); 2. the direction of the action is uncertain  3. the action is  as  good or bad 

Now,constructivism does not succeed in  features of agood construction (159). 

We thus have to shift to the concept of instauration  but   to occur, there  be 

beings with their own resources (161), which implies a technical distinction between being-as-being and 

being-as-other (162) and thus several  of  or alterations (163). 

We  ourselves  (164), which obliges   

       the  (165). 

 is as though the extraction of religious  had misunderstood   because of the con-

tradictory injunction of aGod not  by human hands (167), which    antifetishism 

(168), as well as the invention of belief in the belief of others (169), which turned the word "rational" 

into a fighting word (170). 

We       in    double   double  of 

the Moderns (172) arisingfrom the improbable link between knowledge and belief (174). 

Welcome to the beings of instauration  

Nothing   but   (178). 



 

  THE PLURALISM OF MODES OF EXISTENCE 

•Chapter 

     181 

We are going to  from ontological pluralism   trying to approach certain invisible be-

 

There   asa"visible   there are invisible worlds (184)  an ef-

 the networks [NET] that  (185). 

Since the autonomy of subjects  to  from the "outside" (186) it is better to do without both 

interiority and exteriority (188). 

    emotion (189),       (190) and 

the   

The instauration of these beings has been achieved in therapeutic   and especially in 

laboratories of ethnopsychiatry (194). 

The   metamorphosis  (195)   (196) and particular on

  (198)         Double 

 [DC] is  

Their originality comes from a certain debiting of alteration (201), which explains why invisibility is 

 

The [REP • MET] crossingisofcapitalimportance(202),butithasbeenaddressedmainlybytheothercol-

lectives (203); thus it offers comparative anthropology a  w basis for negotiations (204). 

•Chap te r 

M A K I N C THE  OF TECHNOLOGY VISIBLE 207 

The    (208) and  their particular form oftranscendence (210) 

requires, in addition to an analysis in terms of networks [TEC • NET]  the detection of an original 

 of existence   reproduction [REP • TEC]  

We need to return to the experience of the technological detour (216), which is hidden by Double Click 

 

Bydrawingoutthelessonsofthe [REP • REF]  weshallnolongerconfusetech-

nology with the objects it leaves in its wake  

Technology offers a particular form  invisibility   technological labyrinth (223). 



 mode of existence depends on the [MET • TEC] ruse (224) as  as on the persistence of the beings 

of reproduction [REP • TEC]  

The veridiction proper to [TEC] (226) depends on an original folding (227) detectable thanks to the key 

notion of shifting (228). 

The  this  us  room to  (230). 

•Chapter 

 THE BEINGS OF FlCTlON  

         (234),    other 

side of the Bifurcation between words and the  

To avoid confusing sense with signs (236) we have to  back to the experience of the beings   

 

Beings  by the  of works of art (238) and yet deprived of their ontological 

weight (239). 

Now, the experience of the beings of  invites us to acknowledge their proper consistency (240) an 

original trajectory  as  well as a particular set   (242). 

These beings arise from a new alteration: the vacillation between raw  and  (243), which 

givesthem an especially demanding mode of veridiction (245). 

We are the off spring of  works (246). 

Dispatching a work implies a shifting (246) different from that of the beings of technology 

[TEC • F I C ] (248). 

The beings of fiction [ F IC ] reign well beyond the work of art (249); they populate a particular crossing, 

[ F I C • REF]  where they undergo a  difference in the discipline of figures  that causes the 

correspondence to be  (252). 

  difference between sense and sign (254)   another way of  

articulated  (256). 

•Chap te r 

L E A R N I N G T O RESPECT A P P E A R A N C E S 259 

To  sensitive   as  as  dosage of modes (260) the anthropologist has to re-

 

 there a mode of existence proper to essence? (262) 

The  widespread mode of  the one that Starts from the prepositions   (264), 

habit [HAB], too, is a mode of existence  with a paradoxical hiatus that produces  (266). 

By following the experience of an attentive habit (267) we see how this mode of existence  to 

trace continuities (268) owingto its  felicity conditions (268). 



Habit has its own   which    itveils  does  hide (272). 

We understand quite differently, then, the distance between theory and practice (273), which  us 

to  Double Click  charitably [HAB • DC] (274). 

Each mode has its own way of playing with habits (275). 

This mode of existence can  define institutions positively (277), provided that we take into account 

the generation to which the Speaker belongs (278) and  the  of  (280). 

 P a r t 

 MODES OF EXISTENCE 283 

Wherein we encounter an unexpected problem of arrangement (284). 

  

Lines of force and lineages [REP] emphasize continuity (285),  the beings of metamorphosis [MET] 

 difference (286)  habit [HAB]  (287). 

A  the quasi objects (288) [TEC], [ F I C ] , and [REF],originally  +  of 

 (289). 

This arrangement       (290)   another 

possible   anthropogenesis  

 

     

 

 THE BEINGS SENSITIVE  THE W O R D 295 

 it is  religious mode (297), we  not     

Religion (298) but instead return to the experience of the  crisis (300) that allows us to discover an-

    (303), provided that we distinguish between care and salvation as we 

 • REL] (304). 

 then  a specific hiatus (305) that    Speech (306) but without 

 ofthe rational (307). 

The beings of religion [REL] have special   appear and disappear  

they have particularly discriminating felicity conditions  since they define a form of subsistence 

that is not based on any substance  but that is characterized by an alteration peculiar to it: "the  

has   and by its own form of veridiction  

A powerful but fragile Institution to be protected (314) as  against the misunderstandings  

[REL • PRE] crossing     ofthe [MET • REL] crossing   the [REF • REL] crossing, 

which produces unwarranted rationalizations (318). 



Rationalization is what produces belief in belief (319) and causes the  of both knowledge and faith 

(321), leading  loss of neighboring beings and  ones  (322) as well as to the superfluous 

invention  supernatural 

 importance of always  the terms   (324). 

•Chap te r 

INVOKING THE PHANTOMS OF THE POLITICAL  

 be  case ofthe political (328). 

An Institution  proud of its values (329) but with no grasp   description (33°): be-

fore it can be universalized,some  is required (331). 

To avoid giving up reason in politics [POL] too quickly (333) and to understand that there is no crisis of 

representation (334) we  not  the unreason of [POL] (335) but rather follow the expe

rience of political speech (336). 

An object-oriented politics (337) allows us to discern the squaring  political Circle (338), provided 

that we distinguish accurately between speaking about politics and speaking politicaliy (339). 

We then discover a particular type of pass that traces the  Circle (340), which includes or ex-

 

A    hiatus  [POL] type: the curve (344) and a quite peculiar trajectory: au-

tonomy(345). 

A new definition  hiatus: discontinuity (346) and a particularly  type of veridiction 

(348),whichthe [REF • POL]  (349). 

[POL] practices a very distinctive extraction of  (350), which  a  public (351) in 

Opposition to the  of Society (352), which would  the political even  monstrous than it 

 

Will we ever be  to relearn the language of speaking well   "crooked"? (354) 

•Chap te r 

THE PASSAGE OF  AND  SUBJECTS 357 

    

 offers special  however (360), owing to its  mix  strength and weakness  its 

scarcely   (362), and the fact that it has been charged with too  values (362). 

      in   follow (363)       

(364) and to recognize its terribly  conditions (366). 

The law connects levels of enunciation (368)  virtue of its own   (369). 

We can now understand what is distinctive about quasi subjects (371) while learning to respect their 



contributions:  beings  politics [POL] (373). then beings of law [LAW] (373), and  beings of 

religion [REL] (374). 

Quasi subjects are all  of enunciation  to tonality (375). 

Classifying the modes allows us to articulate  what we have to say (376) and to explain, at last, the 

modernist Obsession    difference (378). 

     the     The  (379). 

•Chap te r 

S P E A K I N G O F O R G A N I Z A T I O N I N  O W N L A N G U A G E 381 

The second Nature  quite differently from the first (382), which  it  to circumvent 

The Economy   between The Economy   experience (385). 

 heat(386). 

A second gap: an  place instead of a crowded agora (386). 

A third gap: no detectable difference in levels (387). 

 modes: [ATT] ,  [MOR] (388). 

The paradoxical Situation of Organization [ORC] (389) is easierto  if we  from a weakly equipped 

case (390) that allows us to see how Scripts turn us "upside down" (391). 

To organize is necessarily to dis/reorganize  

Here we have a distinct mode of existence (393) with its own  felicity and infelicity conditions 

(395) and its own  alteration  being-as-other: the  

      the Scripts (398), provided    piling 

   (399)        Society (401) while 

  decision that the  serves to  the  (402), the  way 

 follow the   (403). 

This way we can bring the  for  into the foreground (404) and distin

guish between  distinct senses of property (406) while  slight addition of calcula-

 (407). 

Two modes  be conflated under the expression "economic reason" (409). 

 15-

 T H E B E I N G S O F P A S S I O N A T E I N T E R E S T .  

Whereas the  is always inferior to its parts  there are several reasons for  mistakes 

about the experience of Organization (415):   the Political Circle [POL • ORC]  con-

 Organization   [REP • ORC]    technologically [TEC • ORC] (418); 

 Scripts with scaling (420); all this  an inverted experience ofthe 

social (421). 



By returning to the experience of what sets Scripts in  (422) we can  what has to be 

passed through in order for beings to subsist (423) while discovering the beings of passionate interest 

[ATT] (424). 

    this       the notion 

bedding (426); then the notion of  preferences (427); then the obstacle  a Subject/Object 

 

Then a particular mode of alteration of being appears (432) with an original pass: interest and valoriza-

tion (434) and specific felicity conditions 

  existents      crossing with Organization [ATT   

which will  us to  the matter  second Nature (439). 

•Chapter  • 

INTENSIFYING THE EXPERIENCE OF SCRUPLES 443 

Detectingthe [ATT • ORC] crossing(444)oughttoleadtopraiseforaccountingdevices(445). 

However, economics  to calculate values via  facts (447), which transforms the experi

 of being quits (448) into  Providence capable of calculating the Optimum (449) and of 

 the scene where goods and bads are  (450). 

While the  of morality has already been raised for each mode (452), there is nevertheless a new 

source of morality in the uncertainty over ends and   

     (456) that     experience 

 universe  

We can thus draw up the   beings [MOR] (458) and define their particular mode of 

veridiction: the   scruples (459) and their particular alteration:    the optimal (461). 

The Economy  into  (462)  in 

the [REF • MOR] crossing; (462) this  it  a discipline for a  (464) that would describe 

 economic matter (466). 

 The     all moral experience (466). 

The   which links   and      war 

between   and invisible, misunderstands (469). 

Can the Moderns  agnostic in matters of The Economy (470) and provide a new foundation for 

the discipline of economics? (472) 

  

   define    the   (476): 

     (477) 



 test:  detection of one    other modes? (478) 

 test: can accounts  than the author's be proposed? (480) 

Fourth test: can the inquiry  into a  arrangement (480) so that institutions  to 

the modes   (482)   new      by 

a series of negotiations over values? (483) 

For new wars, a new peace (484). 
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